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Hugo VJ Giannotti,‘ Bronx,‘ N‘. Y." 

Application December. 31,1953,,Serial~No.'401,6ll3: 
4 Claims; (Cl; 603-3936‘) 

This invention. relates. to. improvements iill. gas turbines 
and. has for its. principaliobjectsxthe; compactness.- of. struc 
tureandlthe increase in. .performanceof suchtur‘binest 

In the conventional gasttu-rbineunit‘air orother oxidiz 
ing' gas is. compressedand fuel injectedin-a: combustion 
chamber for- burning. Thecombustion. gasthus formed 
is- supplied to a turbine-‘whichzin turn rotates: an. impeller 
to etfect an. initial compression of the air; Power. may 
be derived from the unitteither by direct mechanicalzcon 
nection with. the turbine shaft or: from‘ the reaction of the 
gas discharged from .the‘ unit asin the’ case of. the jet pro: 
pulsion engine. The. instantinvention is applicable. to 
either‘ ?eld since it deals the tu-rbineportionirom 
which. power. can be. derived: eitherv through the: torque 
furnished-by the/turbine wheelffrom the'exhaust gasesof 
combustion or'frorn the: reaction. of. the; gas; discharged 
from. the turbine; . 

It is a feature: of this‘; invention: to; combine: into: one 
combustion chamber thez'salutary‘features of; therannular 
type and the cannulartype combustionchambersr whereby 
the annular. discharge from the»compressor'wilhmaintain 
a. constant pressure gradientialong its: outlet: and wherein 
alongz?ame path. is maintainediso=as1to e?ectgoo? per. 
formance within the combustionzchamber; 

It is‘. a. further feature of this invention to: effect: a: re 
ductionin. overall diameter, length and. weight so as to‘d'e 
crease the. cost ofimauufacture; and tovin'crease the‘ operat 
ing performanceofthe gas turbine. 

It is a further. object of this. invention to‘. provide regen 
eration‘ to the combustion. chamber; inlet.‘ air: so as- to in‘ 
crease the overall ef?ciency of the gasturbine. 

Further objects and features of the. invention will: be 
apparent- from the following. description. taken ‘in con 
nectionwith. the accompanying. drawings, in which: 

Fig. l is a longitudinal. section; of onefv form. of gas. 
turbine embodied in the principles of the invention, and 

Fig. 2 isa sectional‘view taken substantially'on the line 
2—2 of Figure‘ 1, and 

Fig.3 is a sectional view taken substantially on the-line 
3'-—3 of Figure 2‘. 

Fig. 4 is‘ a sectional view of a multiple unit. combus 
tion chamber. 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the invention, 
reference is made to the embodiment’ selected for the pur 
pose of illustration, and speci?c language is usedwto" de 
scribe the same. It will, nevertheless, be appreciated that 
no limitation of the scope of the invention is thereby 
intended, and that such further modi?cations and altera 
tions of the structure and function of the parts herein de 
scribed are contemplated as would be e?'ected by those 
skilled in the art without the exercise of invention. 

Referring now to Figure 1, it Will be observed that the 
illustrated unit consists on the left hand side of an elec 
tric alternator schematically drawn as an example of a 
load on the gas turbine. The power unit itself appears 
on the right hand side of Figure 1, and has its shaft 
coupled to the shaft of the generator. The power unit 
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illustrated in Figure 1 shown in, longitudinal‘cross sec 
tion, isr; a:. centrifugal: compressor-centripetal . turbine type 
ofggasiturbi-ne but it istunderstood thatthe invention is 
not limitedxtoethis speci?city-pe. of gas turbine. 

Starting'atthe right hand. edge-of the. electricv alternator 
load; the-turbine shaft12 is..connected.< by gearing. or any 
suitable means to the-generator shaft. The-turbine’ shaft 
istjournalled in bearingsdof the antifriction type which 
arermounted in'th‘e' shaft housing 6; Thezturbine shaft'2 
is; integrally? connected with the. rotor’ assembly 8v (as 
viewed‘v in Fig; 1)‘ but it may be directly connected‘ by 
any'suitable means such as‘ a; spline. connectionv tothe 
rotor assembly 8,. ‘whose lefthand face; (asrview'edi in Fig: 
1.) forms: the-impeller 10-ifor the:- radial ?owscompressor 
unit, and. whose right: hand‘. face‘ forms the wheel, for 
the: turbine 12. 

Proceeding axially from the rotor assembly 8, the ex+ 
haust; diffuser 1'4: isrbounded by‘ the:v cylindrical wall- 16 
which carries: outward to a ?nned wall 18 to the exhaust 
outlet-‘of the, turbine; 
The outer-casing 20} of the gas turbine‘ has: an air inlet 

opening 22 wherein the'inl‘et air; enters andjis-compressed 
by the‘ centrifugal, compressor 10 and‘ is discharged into 
the annular outer passageway 26; which is- bounded‘by 
the outer shell 20landithe~ inner wall 30v of the outeripasi 
sageway'26. The outer passageway‘26‘ extends axially 
the entire: length of the“ turbine where itv mergestangen 
tially. into the‘ toroidal‘ combustion chamber 32. The 
inner‘ wall 300i theouterr passageway 26 may extend’, as 
shown,.partiway' around’ a circle‘ centered on the annular 
axisrof the: toroidal combustionchamber 32-, and contains 
apertures’. 3'4finxthat portion of its length adjacent’ the-com 
bustionichamber 32. The inner wall 30‘is1cl'osed oi’f'for 
a portion of its circumference (as viewed‘in Fig. 2') ad' 
jacent the: discharge outlet. 36 so as to insure that all 
of the entering primary air willv be- in the combustion 
chamber: 32' at‘ a- circumferential' distancebefore the dis 
charge‘ outlet‘ 36 to insure proper and complete burning 
andfmixing. 
The combustion chamber 32 is generally toroidal‘ in 

shape divided by a baffle plate 38 (as viewed in Fig; 3') 
which. is transverse to the combustion chamber 32 and 
adjacent the discharge outlet 36: The ba?ie plate 38 
divides the combustion chamber 32 so3 that the entering 
primary air must circulate around the circumference of 
the chamber in one direction‘ toward the discharge out 
let 36.. Further, the burned gases cannot recirculate 
around‘ the combustion chamber but must discharge 
through the’ discharge outlet 36 into the plenum chamber 
40‘. ' 

It will be evident that in this" construction air for come 
busti'on comes to the toroidal’ combustion chamber 32 
in» an axially ?owing annular sheet through the an? 
nul’ar passageway 26 around‘ chamber 40, and then be 
causevof' thetangential. relation. to: a circle about the an 
nular: axis‘ of the toroidal. chamber 32,. this inflowing sheet 
of air‘ enters the toroid. in such; a way as to be curled 
inwardly (so to speak) around that annular axis by the 
curvature of the outer wall of the; combustion. chamber. 
Within the toroid, air is fed radially inward from this 
sheet toward the annular axis of the combustion chamber 
and, except near the discharge outlet 36 where the inner 
wall 30 is closed off, a part of the sheet of air sweeps 
around the combustion chamber wall in a circular direc 
tion (with reference to the annular axis of the combus 
tion chamber), while air is also being carried in a direc 
tion along the annular axis of the combustion chamber 
to the outlet. There is at least one localized outlet pro 
viding an axial ?ow discharge to the chamber 40. Thus 
the air does not pass from combustion chamber inlet to 
outlet by a course directly across the circular section of 
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the toroid, but passes around a substantial arcuate part 
of the length of the combustion chamber toroid, affording 
a substantial length of combustion path, with air being 
fed radially toward the annular axis of the toroid for 
combustion along that path. ’ 
The plenum chamber 40 is bounded by the inner wall 

30 of the outer passageway 26 and by the wall 16 of the 
exhaust chamber 14. The burning gases entering the 
plenum chamber 40 circulate around the plenum chamber 
which provides further mixing of the gases before dis 
charging into the turbine nozzles 44. 
The hot gases exit from the plenum chamber through 

the turbine nozzles 44 which are mounted by any suit 
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able means, as for example by welding, between plenum . 
chamber wall 16 and the inner wall 30 of the outer 
passageway 26 so that the hot gases are directed against 
the blades of the turbine wheel 12, whence they are dis 
charged into the exhaust chamber 14 and pass the ?nned 
wall 18. The hot gases impinging on the turbine wheel 
force that wheel to rotate and thus provide the output 
power for the gas turbine. 
The discharge outlet of the unit being the center of the 

toroidally shaped combustion chamber 32 provides regen 
eration for the entering primary air, by reason of the heat 
exchange effected through the common wall 18 of the 
hot exhaust gases in the exhaust chamber 14 and the 
cooler primary air of the outer passageway 26, thereby 
raising the temperature of such primary air, thus re 
quiring less fuel to being such primary air to its operating 
temperature and thereby increasing the overall e?iciency. 
The fuel necessary for combustion is injected into the 

combustion chamber 32 by the fuel injector 46 (as viewed 
in Fig. 2) which may be mounted by any suitable means 
on the outer surface of the combustion chamber 32 near 
the partition 38 and on its side away from the outlet 36. 
The mixture of fuel and air is ignited by the igniter 48 
which too is mounted on the outer surface of the com~ 
bustion chamber 32. - 
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It should be understood that the combustion chamber 1 
32 may be made in two or more sections (as appears in 
Fig. 4) instead of one section as illustrated in Figs. l-3 
so that the-toroidal combustion chamber will contain 
two or more complete sections, each with a separate ba?le 
plate, separate discharge outlet, separate fuel injector 
and separate igniter. Each section will act as a complete 
combustion chamber and will discharge the burning gases 
into the same plenum chamber. Such a multiple ar 
rangement will increase the overall e?iciency of the gas 
turbine. 
The toroidal combustion chamber 32 bounded by the 

outer casing 20 and the inner wall 30 of the outer passage 
way 26 for a portion of its circumference is such as 
-to insure that the entering primary air will follow a 
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toroidal path thereby materially decreasing the actual ' ~ 
.peripheral length of the chamber required to-obtain proper 
mixing and burning characteristics. The air admission 
ports or apertures 34 inthe inner wall 30 adjacent the 
combustion chamber 32 are'of su?icient number to admit 
the primary air at various positions around the circum- ' 
ference of such portion of the. inner wall 30, thereby 
vinsuring further and proper mixing of such primary air. 

I claim: 
1. A combustion chamber for use with a gas turbine 

4 
comprising an outer casing having an arcuate inner liner 
which divides the. chamber into an outer passageway and 
an inner passageway wherein combustion takes place, a 
duct for introducing inlet air into the outer passageway 
about the outer periphery of the casing, so that air ?ows 
about the edge of the liner into the inner passageway, a 
portion of the wall of the casing being cut away to form 
a discharge outlet, and a baf?e extending transversely of 
the inner passageway adjacent the outlet, the portion of 
the edge of the liner adjacent the outlet connecting with 
the casing to separate the inner and outer passageway 
so that air cannot pass directly from the inlet duct into 
the outlet without passing through the inner passageway. 

2. A combustion chamber according to claim 1 where 
in the linear is provided with aplurality of apertures which 
extend between the inner and outer passageways there 
by supplying some portion of the secondary air for the 
combustion taking place in the inner passageway. 

3. In a gas turbine having a compressor and a turbine 
on a common axis of rotation, a ?xed toroidal combustion 
chamber around said axis, means de?ining an annular 
passage for air extending from the compressor outlet to 
the outer part of the toroidal combustion chamber in 
tangential relation thereto, relative to a circle about the 
annular axis of the toroidal chamber, whereby over a sub 
stantial arcuate length of said toroidal chamber air sweeps 
around the outer wall of said chamber on a circle about 
its annular axis and also along said annular axis, with 
?ow radially inward toward said annular axis, together 
with at least one localized outlet in the wall of said 
combustion chamber providing discharge for combustion 
gases, a partition across said chamber adjacent said out 
let to block ?ow along said annular axis, and a fuel inlet 
and ignition means adjacent said partition on its side 
away from said outlet, whereby combustion occurs over 
‘an extended path from fuel inlet to chamber outlet with 
‘addition of air to the combustion mixture along said path. 

4. A combination as in claim 3 in which the compressor 
acts centrifugally and the turbine acts centripetally, the 
toroidal combustion chamber is at the discharge side of 
said turbine and there is an inner, annular, axially ex 
tending partition spaced from said air passage means 
and connecting with the inner wall of said toroidal com 
bustion chamber to de?ne an annular plenum chamber 
‘on its outer side and a generally cylindrical exhaust cham 
ber on its inner side, the said plenum chamber being in 
communication with the turbine inlet at one side and 
with the combustion chamber outlet at the other side, and 
said cylindrical chamber receiving the turbine exhaust at 
one side and discharging at its other side through the 
central opening of the combustion chamber toroid, to 
effect heat ‘exchange between the turbine discharge gas 
and air sweeping 'the wall of the combustion chamber. 
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